This study aimed to evaluate the effects of volume adapted re-planning for radiotherapy (RT) after gross total resection (GTR) for glioblastoma. Nineteen patients with glioblastoma who underwent GTR and postoperative RT were analyzed. The volumes of the surgical cavity on computed tomography (CT) obtained one day after GTR (CT0), the first RT simulation CT (sim-CT1), and the second simulation CT for the boost RT plan (sim-CT2) were compared. The boost RT plan was based on the surgical cavity observed on the sim-CT2 (boost RTP2) and was compared with that based on the surgical cavity observed on the sim-CT1 (boost RTP1). The volume reduction ratios were 14.4%-51.3% (median, 29.0%) between CT0 and sim-CT1 and -7.9%-71.9% (median, 34.9%) between sim-CT1 and sim-CT2 (P < 0.001). The normal brain volumes in boost RTP1 were significantly reduced in boost RTP2, especially at high dose levels. Target volume in sim-CT2 which was not covered with the boost RTP1, developed in five cases (26.3%). The surgical cavity volume was reduced following surgery in patients with glioblastoma who underwent GTR. The application of volume-adapted re-planning during RT could decrease the irradiated volume of normal brain and prevent a target miss for boost RT.
INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy (RT) is an essential modality for the treatment of the patients with glioblastoma, and there have been many technical advances in RT techniques that have prolonged the survival period. Initially, the radiation volume encompassed the whole brain; however, as the main recurrence sites are just around the tumor, local brain RT has been commonly applied (1) (2) (3) (4) .
The gross tumor volume (GTV) for postoperative RT is defined as the surgical cavity and residual tumor. When the tumor is grossly totally resected, the GTV includes the surgical cavity only. This definition is consistent with that employed in the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group glioblastoma protocols (5) . The recommended radiation dose is 60 Gy, and most institutes use the so-called "shrink-field technique" where the initial radiation field includes the clinical target volume (CTV) plus a margin up to 40-50 Gy; after that, the second radiation field is reduced to include the GTV with a dose of [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . During the entire RT period, RT planning computed tomography (CT) is performed several times, and a volumetric change in the surgical defect between the initial CT and follow-up scans is sometimes observed.
The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the changes in treatment volume according to changes in surgical defect volume during RT for patients with totally resected glioblastoma and to determine the effects of volume-adapted re-planning for RT.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
We retrospectively analyzed 19 patients with glioblastoma who underwent surgical resection and postoperative RT from April 2007 to February 2011. All patients underwent gross total resection (GTR), defined by operative records and post-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrating no residual tumor. For postoperative RT, the first simulation CT was performed 3 to 4 weeks after surgery, and RT was planned using ADAC Pinnacle 3 version 8.0 m Software (Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA, USA). The second simulation CT for shrink-field technique was performed in the fifth week of RT.
Definitions of parameters
GTV for initial RT (GTV1) was defined as the surgical defect in the first simulation CT (sim-CT1) (Fig. 1) . The CTV for the initial RT was the GTV1 plus a 2.0 cm margin, and the planning target volume (PTV) was the CTV plus a 0.5 cm margin. The http://dx.doi.org/10.3346/jkms.2013.28. 8.1233 prescription dose to the PTV was 50 Gy with a daily fraction of 2 Gy. Following this treatment, the shrink-field technique was performed for a 10-Gy boost RT.
Two techniques could be performed for the boost RT. One in which the CTV for the boost RT was defined using the initial GTV1, itself derived from the sim-CT1. In this case, the CTV for boost RT was the GTV1 plus a 0.5 cm margin, and this was defined as the CTV1. The other method used at our institution, defined the CTV for the boost RT from a newly obtained simulation CT. In this case, the GTV for the boost RT (GTV2) was defined as the surgical defect in the second simulation CT (sim-CT2). The CTV for the boost RT (CTV2) was the GTV2 plus 0.5 cm. The PTV for the boost RT was a 0.5 cm margin from the CTV1 or CTV2. The CT obtained one day after surgery was defined as the CT0 and the entire treatment schedule and definitions of parameters are summarized in Fig. 1 .
Change in surgically defected volume
The volume of the surgical defect on the CT0 (VolCT0) was measured, and the VolCT0, GTV1, and GTV2 were compared. The volume change rate was calculated using the following formula:
× 100 and Vol CT0-GTV1 Vol CT0 × 100 GTV1 -GTV2 GTV1
Boost RT plan based on sim-CT1 and comparison with that based on sim-CT2 A boost RT plan (boost RTP2) based on the GTV2 derived from the sim-CT2 was compared with the boost RT plan (boost RTP1) based on the GTV1 (Fig. 2) . Both boost RTP1 and boost RTP2 had identical treatment planning conditions, including the reference point of International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, type of linear accelerator, radiation energy, radiation beam number, and directions of the radiation beams. The bony structures in the sim-CT1 and the sim-CT2 had same position using the identical thermoplastic mask. The inclusion of the CTV2 in the 95% isodose curve in the boost RTP1 was determined, and the volume of the CTV2 not covered by a 95% isodose curve in boost RTP1 was measured and defined as missed target volume (Fig. 2C ). The normal brain volume was considered as the whole brain volume minus the GTV2 in sim-CT2, and the normal brain volume encompassed by the 10% to 100% isodose curves (V10%-V100%) in the two different plans (boost RTP1 and boost RTP2) were compared.
Statistical analysis
Paired sample t tests were used to test the significance of the change in surgical cavity volume, normal brain volume, and the irradiated volume of normal brain between the boost RTP1 and boost RTP2. Pearson's correlation test was used to investigate prognostic factors for volume change at the 0.05 significance level. The P values were from two-sided tests. The statistical package used in this analysis was SPSS software version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
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RESULTS

Patient characteristics
The patient characteristics are given in Table 1 . Steroids were used for the management of intracranial pressure in seven (36.8%) of 19 patients. Time from the day of surgery to that of obtaining CT1 and CT2 was 16 to 32 days (median, 21 days) and 48 to 66 days (median, 56 days), respectively. The total radiation dose was 60 Gy in all patients, with a 10 Gy of boost RT dose usually delivered after an initial 50 Gy dose. Change in surgical defect volume The surgical defect volumes on CT0, GTV1, and GTV2 were 19.6-198.5 mL (median, 65.4 mL), 12.3-142.1 mL (median, 33.7 mL), and 7.9-96.3 mL (median, 25.1 mL), respectively. Fig. 3 shows an example of the changes in surgical defect after GTR (Fig. 3) . The volume of the initial surgical cavity on CT0 was reduced by 6.48-56.40 mL (median, 21.86 mL) to GTV1 in all patients. The ratio of volumetric reduction was 14.4%-51.3% (median, 29.0%). The reduced volumes and the reduction ratios from GTV1 to GTV2 were -2.7~45.8 mL (median, 15.4 mL) and -7.9%-71.9% (median, 34.9%), respectively. The GTV was reduced in all but one patient. Overall, the surgical defect volumes were reduced from the surgical cavity on CT0 to GTV2 by 9.0%-79.7% (median, 56.1%). The differences between the surgical defect volumes on CT0, GTV1, and GTV2 were statistically significant (P < 0.001). The defect volume reduction ratio per day during the periods between the enforcement date of CT0 and sim-CT1, sim-CT1 and sim-CT2, and CT0 and sim-CT2 were 0.77%-2.70% (median 1.57%), -0.22%-1.99% (median 0.97%), and 0.16%-1.47% (median 0.99%), respectively.
Comparison between boost RTP1 and boost RTP2
The V10% to V100% of normal brain in boost RTP1 was significantly reduced in boost RTP2 ( Table 2 ). The irradiated volume of normal brain decreased according to Vx%. The volume at boost RTP2 was significantly lower than the volume at boost RTP1 at all dose levels. As the dose level increased, the reduced volume decreased; however, the reduction ratio of the volume rose inversely. The dose-volume relationship of normal brain in the two-boost RTP in each patient is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In five patients, a 95% isodose curve in boost RTP1 did not completely cover the CTV2, therefore the missed target volume developed in 26.3% of patients.
DISCUSSION
Glioblastoma is usually unifocal and can infiltrate surrounding tissue as an intra-parenchymal tumor. Therefore, the RT field should include the edema around the tumor or a constant margin extending from the tumor or surgical cavity (6) (7) (8) . Radiologic images have been an important reference to the RT target volume, as there is a correlation between the GTV identified as tumor tissue on the histologic specimen and contrast enhancement on CT or MRI (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Although there are two ways to determine the CTV, including the surrounding edema or not, neither method considers the volumetric changes in the RT target during periods of adjuvant RT, especially changes in the surgical cavity. When the gross tumor is totally resected, the initial radiation target is the surgical cavity plus 2-3 cm a margin. For the boost plan, the GTV had been delineated based on the initial RT planning CT. However, during the period of RT, the volume of the surgical cavity can change and the radiation target may also be altered. Therefore, the boost plan could be implemented with newly obtained simulation CT scans based on the rationale that the surgical cavity may change during RT. The aim of the current study was to investigate the advantages of application of a second RT planning CT by analyzing the change in volume and the effects of volumetric change during RT.
In the current study, the surgical defect volumes were reduced from the surgical cavity on CT0 to GTV1 and from GTV1 to GTV2. However, the exact volume reduction ratios according to elapsed time from resection were not analyzed because the defect volumes were compared only on CT0, sim-CT1, and sim-CT2 imaging. More precisely and regularly implemented diagnostic images following resection would enable estimation of the ratios. In a study at the University of Wisconsin, a second (mid-treatment) MRI enhanced by the tumor-specific agent motexafin gadolinium (MGd) was obtained to define the boost volume (15) . That study defined partial and complete geographic misses as escape of the GTV-mid from GTV-pre plus 1.0 cm and 2.0 cm, respectively, and found eight (53%) partial geographic misses and four (27%) complete geographic misses in the 15 MRI sets available for evaluation. These target volume mismatch data are difficult to compare directly to the results of the current study for two reasons. First, we produced hypothetical boost RT plan based on first simulation CT, and tried to find out whether altered target volume escape 95% isodose line of the hypothetical plan. Second, all enrolled patients underwent gross total resection in this study. Thus, more precise evaluation of surgical cavity change was possible. However, regarding the margin extension from GTV shown on the second planning image, the missed target volume defined in the present study could be substituted for the partial geometric miss of the Wisconsin study. Although all patients in the present study had GTR, a 26.3% of missed target volume ratio should be considered with caution, and a substantial number of patients may receive benefit from a volume adapted re-planning during RT.
In the present study, the volume of the tumor bed decreased continuously following resection, and the reduction ratio was higher in the pre-RT stage than during the RT stage. It seems that the degree of histologic alteration around the tumor bed may decrease in the earlier phase and become stable over time. This tumor bed volume reduction is likely the result of several factors including more serous fluid in the immediate postoperative period as a consequence of recent surgery, tissue contraction, and fibrosis with distortion as dynamic healing progresses. The irradiated volume of the normal brain decreased from boost RTP1 to boost RTP2 by 11.58% in V10% and 48.23% in V100%. Significantly, the ratio of reduction volume in higher dose levels may be more diminished than that in lower dose levels. Several studies have reported that the RT volume and dose in the treatment of brain malignancies are important factors for radiationinduced toxicity (16, 17) . Lawrence et al (18) . showed that, for standard fractionation RT to partial brain, a 5% and 10% risk of symptomatic radiation necrosis is predicted to occur at a biological equivalent dose of 120 Gy and 150 Gy with an α/β ratio of 3, respectively. It has also been documented that RT seems to induce neuropsychological impairment in patients with no clinical evidence of tumor recurrence on CT imaging (19) (20) (21) . The volume of irradiated normal brain could be reduced by us- ing volume-adapted re-planning for boost RT, particularly, an approximate 50% decrease in volume with high dose radiation. This volume reduction may contribute to reduced RT-induced necrosis and neuropsychological impairment. There are some limitations to the current study. Even though volume-adapted re-planning likely provides benefits, the optimal time and frequency for RT re-planning is not clear and should be evaluated in future studies.
In summary, the volume of the surgical cavity was reduced following surgery and during RT in patients with glioblastoma who underwent GTR. The application of volume-adapted replanning during RT may decrease the irradiated volume of normal brain and prevent a radiation target miss for boost RT.
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